
The Formation of the Moon 

l  In the late 1960s, there were three main theories on 
how the Moon formed: 

1)  Fission.  The Earth somehow spun up and flung off the Moon, 
leaving behind a depression that would become the Pacific 
Ocean. 

2)  The Moon was captured by the Earth’s gravity. 
3)  The Moon was formed nearby the Earth at the same time. 

l  All three ideas are probably not correct. 



The Formation of the Moon 

l  The currently most accepted model is the ejection of material 
caused by a giant impact. 

l  A large body (perhaps bigger than Mars) collided with the young 
Earth and ejected a considerable amount of material from the 
Earth’s upper layers. 

l  This material condensed and formed the Moon. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0FCE4H0Dro 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon 



The Formation of the Moon 

l  Computer simulations and chemical analysis of Moon rocks supports the 
collision/ejection theory. 

l  This collision could have caused the Earth’s rotation axis to become tilted. 



Earth’s Tides 

l  The Earth’s tides are primarily 
caused by the gravitational 
pull of the moon. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rkfk9TJ52I 



CHAPTER 5 

The Other Terrestrial Planets 



Mercury 

l  Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun. 
l  It is never seen against a dark sky, it is always close to 

the Sun, so it is best seen near sunrise or sunset. 





Mercury as Seen From the Earth 

  Here is the a ground-
based image of Mercury. 



Mercury 

l  Mercury is hard to study from the ground since it is close 
to the Sun. 

l  We can measure its average density.  We find the density is 
5.4 grams/cc, much like the Earth. 

l  We can measure the albedo, and we find it is about 10%, 
much like the Moon. 

l  Mercury mass is 5.5% of the Earth’s mass (4.4 times our 
Moon), and its gravity is 38% of the Earth’s.  

l  We expect Mercury to be similar to the Moon. 



Mercury 

l  Mercury has a very thin atmosphere. 
l  There is no water. 
l  There is essentially no erosion. 
l  It is relatively hot on the day side (up to 660oF) since it 

is near the Sun.  However, on the night side it can be as 
low as -280oF 

l  It looks a lot like the moon on the surface, but it is 
different in its interior. 



Mercury Seen up Close 

l  In 1974 NASA sent a probe to Mercury (Mariner 10). 
l  It really does look like the Moon. 

Moon Mercury 



Mercury Seen up Close. 

l  Mercury is covered with craters. 

Messenger Spacecraft 
(launched 2004) 



Mercury Seen up Close 

l  In many cases you can 
see rays of material 
ejected by the impacts. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNOv-vbTY34    @24:30 



Mercury’s Interior 

l  Mercury has a large iron 
core. 

l  This core is relatively 
cold. 

l  There is very little 
evidence of present-day 
geological activity. 



Why does Mercury have such a thin 
Mantle and such a large Iron core? 

l  Mercury  has a large iron core because… a large 
collision early in the history of Mercury could have 
stripped off less dense material near the surface, leaving 
behind the heavier material. It’s thought Mercury was 
originally 2.3 times more massive, before the collision. 



Mercury’s Rotation 

l  Since Mercury is so close to the Sun, tidal forces have forced 
it into a 3-to-2 spin-orbit coupling. 

l  As a result, a day on Mercury is 2 Mercury years long! 
l  As a result, a day on Mercury is 176 Earth Days. 
l  Voyager4.5 demonstration of rotation 



Venus 



Venus 

l  Radius: 95% of Earth’s Radius 
l  Mass: 82% of Earth’s Mass 
l  Gravity: 91% of Earth’s Gravity  
l  Distance From Sun: 0.73 AU 
l  Its gravity is strong enough to retain a substantial 

atmosphere. 
l  The albedo is very high, about 60%.  We do not see 

the surface, but rather the tops of the clouds. 

l  Venus should be similar to Earth, but is isn’t! 



Venus 

l  Venus is the second closest planet to the Sun. 
l  It is never seen against a dark sky, it is always close to 

the Sun, so it is best seen near sunrise or sunset. 



Venus 

l  No surface features are 
seen from Earth. 



The Interior of Venus 

The interior of Venus is probably 
similar to Earth's interior. Venus, 
like Earth, is one of the terrestrial 
planets and is made of rock and metal. 
It probably has a partly molten metallic 
core, a rocky mantle, and a crust.  
 
The varied terrain of Venus, including 
volcanoes, mountains, craters, and lava 
flows, suggests that the planet was 
once, and perhaps still is, geologically 
active. But basic questions about 
the interior of Venus remain. 



Venus 

l  The cloud patterns are changing over 
several hours. 



Venus Atmosphere 

l  Venus has a mass and radius similar to that of the Earth.  
Its gravity is strong enough to retain a substantial 
atmosphere. 

l  The albedo is very high, about 60%.  We do not see the 
surface, but rather the tops of the clouds. 

l  The atmospheric pressure on the surface is 92 
times Earth’s atmospheric pressure. Equivalent to 
being 300 ft deep in the ocean. 

l  The surface temperature is about 475o C, compared 
to about 25o C for Earth. 

l  The composition of the atmosphere is about 96% CO2, 
compared to mostly N and O on the Earth. 



Probes Sent to Venus… 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Solar_System_probes#Venus_probes 

•  In the late 1960’s, the Soviet Venera spacecraft became the first to reach 
Venus, survive the descent through the atmosphere, and successfully land on 
the surface. 

•  1978- NASA sent the Pioneer vehicles to explore Venus.  

          One Pioneer probe operated for 45 minutes on the surface. 
 
•  1989-1994: NASA Magellan spacecraft orbited Venus and mapped the entire 

surface terrain using Radar instruments. 
•  2005- ESA launched the Venus Express – Orbits very close to the surface and 

studies the atmosphere, the magnetic fields. 



Russian Venera Probes Sent to Venus… 

Venera 10 Orbiter and Lander - Arrived October 25, 1975, the lander surviving 65 minutes 
before succumbing to the heat and pressure.  

  
Venera 11 Flyby and Lander - Arrived December 25, 1978, the lander survived for 95 minutes 
however the imaging systems had failed.  
 
Venera 12 Flyby and Lander - Arrived December 21, 1978, the lander surviving for 110 minutes 
and recorded what is thought to be lightning.  
 
Venera 13 Flyby and Lander - Arrived March 1, 1982, the lander surviving for 132 minutes 
returned the first colour images of Venus' surface and discovered leucite basalt in a soil sample. 
 
Venera 14 Flyby and Lander - Arrived March 5, 1982, the lander surviving for 57 minutes, a soil 
sample revealed tholeiitic basalt (similar to that found on Earth's mid-ocean ridges).  
 
Venera 15 Orbiter - Arrived October 10, 1983 and mapped (along with Venera 16) the northern 
hemisphere down to 30 degrees from North (resolution 1-2 km)   
 
Venera 16 Orbiter - Arrived October 14, 1983 and mapped (along with Venera 15) the northern 
hemisphere down to 30 degrees from North (resolution 1-2 km) 



Venus Atmosphere 

l  The temperature at the surface of Venus is very high. 
Movie: Planet Venus_ The deadliest Planet, Venus surface _amp_ Atmo.flv 



Temperature and Pressure in the Venusian Atmosphere 

The pressure at the Venusian surface is a crushing 92 atm. Above the 
surface, atmospheric pressure decreases smoothly with increasing altitude. 
The temperature decreases from a maximum of nearly 750 K (9000F) on the 
ground. 



The Greenhouse Effect 

1.  The greenhouse effect causes some heating of the surface and 
2.  The crushing (92 atm) atmospheric pressure also significantly 

raises the surface temperature. 

Venus is Hot !! 



A “Global” View of Venus 

A computer using numerous Magellan images creates a simulated globe. Color is 
used to enhance small-scale structures. Extensive lava flows and lava plains cover 
about 80% of Venus’s relatively flat surface. The bright band running almost east-
west is the continent-like highland region Aphrodite Terra. 
 

The Surface of Venus 



The Venusian Surface 

The surface as seen from the Venera Lander (Soviet 1970’s). 

Venera 12: Arrived December 21, 1978, the lander surviving for 
110 minutes and recorded what is thought to be lightning. 

The Surface of Venus 



The Venusian Surface 

(a) This color photograph, taken by a Soviet spacecraft, shows rocks that appear 
orange because the light was filtered through the thick, sulfur-rich clouds.  

(b) The rocky plates that cover the ground may be fractured segments of a thin layer 
of lava. The toothed wheel in each image is part of the landing mechanism that 
keeps the spherical spacecraft from rolling. 

The Surface of Venus 



A Venusian Landscape 

A computer combined radio images to yield this perspective view of Venus as you 
would see it from an altitude of 4 km (2.5 mi). The color results from light being 
filtered through Venus’s thick clouds. The vertical scale has been exaggerated 10 
times to show the gentle slopes of Sapas Mons and Maat Mons, volcanoes named for 
ancient Phoenician and Egyptian goddesses, respectively. 

The Surface of Venus 



Mars 

Named after the Roman god of war, it is often 
described as the "Red Planet”. 





Mars 
l  Its mass is 10% of the Earth’s mass, its radius is 50% of Earth’s 

radius, and its gravity is 38% of Earth’s gravity. 
l  Mars has usually been considered to be the place to look for 

extraterrestrial life. 

    In some ways, Mars is a bit like Earth: 
§  Its rotation rate is 24 hours and 37 minutes. 
§  The inclination of the axis is 25.2o. 
§  The seasonal variations of the solar heating are similar to 

that on Earth. 



l  Mars is different from the Earth in some important ways: 
§  The surface temperature ranges from about -125 oC to 25 oC, with 

typical temperatures below 0 oC. 
§  The atmospheric pressure is about 1% of that on the Earth, which is 

too thin to maintain a significant greenhouse effect. (Although it has 
much more CO2 than Earth’s atmosphere) 

Mars 

Why the Interest in Mars? 
•  Every few years Mars passes relatively close to Earth. 
•  During these close passages, it is possible to see surface features through a 

good telescope. (next close passage, April 9, 2014) 
•  Martians!! 



Early Observations of Mars 

l  Early observations were by eye (through a telescope). The observer 
had to draw what he saw. 

l  Here is drawing from 1800.  
(image from William Sheehan, http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/online.bks/chap03.htm) 



Early Observations of Mars 

§  The Italian astronomer Schiaparelli made detailed observations in the 1870s. 
§  He noted the presence of  “canali”, Schiaparelli meant “channels”. 
l  English translations used “canals”, implying that they are of intelligent design.  

Note, however, that beavers dig canals too. 
l  Near the turn of the 20th century, many people were convinced that there was 

life on Mars! 



Modern Views of Mars 

l  We know now that the early 
observations of “canals” were 
in error. 

l  There are no cities or 
civilizations ;-( 



Modern Views of Mars 

l  The surface of Mars has been mapped extensively by orbiting spacecraft. 
l  One sees plains, deep canyons, numerous craters, and volcanoes, which 

are extinct. 



Modern Views of Mars 

Weathering seen on impact craters due to slight atmosphere, 
unlike on our moon 



Olympus Mons 

•  Olympus Mons is the largest Volcano in the solar system, 16 
miles high, and it’s base is larger than the entire state of Ga! 

•  Lack of plate tectonics can give rise to enormous volcanos. 


